
PRACTICE ANNOUNCEMENT 

 

RE:  Merger of Beaumont Villa Surgery and Pathfields Practice 

Public Consultation. 

Following on from the discussions which have taken place at various meetings, I am 

writing to formally advise you of the exciting development of a planned merger 

between Pathfields Practice and Beaumont Villa Surgery, and we would like to hear 

your views. 

Beaumont Villa Surgery is a large inner city practice with approximately 15500 

patients. Earlier this year Dr’s Hardy and Lemon (the Beaumont Villa partners) 

entered in to talks with the Pathfields partners with a view to a merge of two 

likeminded practices.  The merger will benefit patients, doctors and staff.   

Pathfields Practice is committed to delivering excellent patient care, but also 

recognises that in order to achieve this and preserve our place within the ever 

changing world of General Practice; we must grow and find new ways to extend our 

reach to more patients within Plymouth. 

Following the merger we believe we will be: 

 In a stronger position to continue to offer excellent patient care 
 Better placed to meet current and future challenges 
 Able to recruit a larger team, attracting more varied clinical skills to deliver new 

and existing services 
 Able to provide an opportunity for patients to remain registered with the Practice 

if they move outside of our existing boundary 
 

The proposed formal merger will take place on 1st October 2017. Please see the 

Q+A page for any queries you may have. 

We welcome your comments or feedback about the merger. Please complete the 

feedback form if you have any points that you would like to raise about the proposed 

merger. You can email your comments to surveypathfieldspractice@nhs.net.  

Alternatively the form can be printed off and posted back or handed in at one of our 

reception desks. 

If you need help completing the feedback sheet please do not 

hesitate to speak to a member of the Pathfields or Beaumont Team. 

http://www.beaumont-villa.co.uk/practice-merger-feedback/
mailto:surveypathfieldspractice@nhs.net

